ANTHRO 1, PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY • 3 units; UC, CSU
1146 8:00a.m.-9:20a.m. MW DRSCHR 207 Haradon C M

ANTHRO 2, CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY • 3 units; UC, CSU
1152 9:30a.m.-10:50a.m. MW DRSCHR 208 Minzenberg E G

ANTHRO 5, PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY WITH LAB • 4 units; UC*, CSU
1161 9:30a.m.-10:50a.m. MW DRSCHR 136 Brewster C P
8:00a.m.-11:05a.m. Th DRSCHR 136 Brewster C P

ASTRON 2, PLANETARY ASTRONOMY • 3 units; UC, CSU
1244 8:00a.m.-11:05a.m. M BUS 250 Balm S P

BIOL 3, FUNDAMENTALS OF BIOLOGY • 4 units; UC, CSU
1267 8:00a.m.-11:05a.m. MW SCI 225 Kim-Rajab O S
1269 8:00a.m.-11:05a.m. TTh SCI 225 Von Der Ohe C G

COLM ST 11, ELEMENTS OF PUBLIC SPEAKING • 3 units; UC, CSU
1521 9:30a.m.-10:50a.m. MW PCC 125 Ogata D K

COLM ST 21, ARGUMENTATION • 3 units; UC, CSU
1557 9:30a.m.-10:50a.m. TTh PCC 124 Brown N A

COUNS 12, CAREER PLANNING • 1 unit; UC, CSU
1684 12:45p.m.-2:50p.m. W PCC 125 Gausman J M (Weeks 9-16)

ECON 1, PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS • 3 units; UC, CSU
1941 9:30a.m.-10:50a.m. TTh HSS 153 Urrutia A Q

ECON 2, PRINCIPLES OF MACROECONOMICS • 3 units; UC, CSU
1955 11:15a.m.-12:35p.m. MW HSS 156 Battista C

ENGL 1, READING AND COMPOSITION 1 • 3 units; UC, CSU
2031 9:30a.m.-10:50a.m. MW HSS 203 Herbert S
2047 9:30a.m.-10:50a.m. TTh PCC 136 Rajski B
2112 2:15p.m.-3:35p.m. MW DRSCHR 202 Engelmann D S

ENGL 2, CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND INTERMEDIATE COMPOSITION • 3 units; UC, CSU
2168 8:00a.m.-9:20a.m. MW DRSCHR 214 Rajski B
2173 8:00a.m.-9:20a.m. TTh DRSCHR 211 Padilla M R
2190 9:30a.m.-10:50a.m. TTh DRSCHR 211 Caggiano S E
2207 12:45p.m.-2:05p.m. TTh DRSCHR 203 Cramer T R
2217 2:15p.m.-3:35p.m. TTh DRSCHR 201 Mattessich S N
2204 12:45p.m.-2:05p.m. MW DRSCHR 211 Hernandez J

GEOG 5, PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY WITH LAB • 4 units; UC, CSU
2474 12:45p.m.-3:50p.m. TTh HSS 251 Liu J

GEOL 4, PHYSICAL GEOLOGY WITH LAB • 4 units; UC, CSU
2486 2:30p.m.-5:35p.m. M DRSCHR 205 Melendez C
2:30p.m.-5:35p.m. W DRSCHR 128 Melendez C

HIST 2, HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION II • 3 units; UC, CSU
2554 11:15a.m.-12:35p.m. MW HSS 106 Bennett H M

HIST 11, UNITED STATES HISTORY THROUGH RECONSTRUCTION • 3 units; UC, CSU
2574 9:30a.m.-10:50a.m. MW HSS 105 Amerian-Donnell S M
HIST 12, THE UNITED STATES HISTORY SINCE RECONSTRUCTION • 3 units; UC, CSU
2581 9:30a.m.-10:50a.m. MW HSS 205 Moreno M

MATH 2, PRECALCULUS • 5 units; UC, CSU
2804 8:15a.m.-9:20a.m. MTWTh MC 82 Rodas B G

MATH 7, CALCULUS 1 • 5 units; UC, CSU
2832 12:45p.m.-3:10p.m. MW PV 174 Lai I

MATH 54, ELEMENTARY STATISTICS • 4 units; UC, CSU
2960 12:45p.m.-2:50p.m. MWMC 74 Vendlinski T P
2970 3:00p.m.-5:05p.m. MW MC 73 Martinez M G

MEDIA 1, SURVEY OF MASS MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS • 3 units; UC, CSU
3001 8:00a.m.-9:20a.m. MW PCC 124 Coleman D

MEDIA 10, MEDIA, GENDER, AND RACE • 3 units; UC; CSU
3027 11:15a.m.-12:35p.m. MW CMD 203 Obsatz S B

MUSIC 1, FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC • 3 units; UC, CSU
3054 2:15p.m.-3:35p.m. MW PAC 210 Bergman J F

MUSIC 33, JAZZ IN AMERICAN CULTURE • 3 units; UC, CSU
3074 8:00a.m.-9:20a.m. TTh PAC 210 Fiddmont F K
3076 8:00a.m.-11:05a.m. W PAC 103 Terry L

PHILOS 1, KNOWLEDGE AND REALITY • 3 units; UC, CSU
3213 11:15a.m.-12:35p.m. MW HSS 150 Mohsen A M

PHILOS 2, ETHICS • 3 units; UC, CSU
3224 9:30a.m.-10:50a.m. TTh HSS 152 Daily M

PHILOS 51, POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY • 3 units; UC, CSU
3242 9:30a.m.-10:50a.m. TTh HSS 154 Oifer E R

POL SC 1, NATIONAL AND CALIFORNIA GOVERNMENT • 3 units; UC, CSU
3315 8:00a.m.-9:20a.m. MW HSS 252 Schultz C K
3316 8:00a.m.-9:20a.m. TTh HSS 252 Schultz C K

POL SC 2, COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS • 3 units; UC, CSU
3332 8:00a.m.-9:20a.m. TTh HSS 151 Gabler C L

PSYCH 1, GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY • 3 units; UC, CSU
3374 11:15a.m.-12:35p.m. MW HSS 256 Hald L A

PSYCH 2, PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY • 3 units; UC, CSU
3397 8:00a.m.-9:20a.m. TTh HSS 255 Shirinyan D

PSYCH 11, CHILD GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT • 3 units; UC, CSU
3417 2:15p.m.-3:35p.m. MW HSS 255 Cue E N

SOCIOl 1, INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY • 3 units; UC, CSU
3569 8:00a.m.-9:20a.m. TTh HSS 150 Thing J P

WGS 10, INTRODUCTION TO WOMEN'S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES • 3 units; UC, CSU
3554 8:00a.m.-10:50a.m. W HSS 155 Westerband Y